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ABSTRACT 

Most feature selection and feature extraction techniques in the available literature for post-classification 

studies of multi-spectral imagery, have detailed image fusion as the de-facto standard. However, fusing imagery 

from multi-disparate sources to output overall accuracy is prone to difficulties during empirical discrepancy of the 

logical structuring of data flow. This study circumvents the producers’ accuracy problem, by employing a knowledge 

based rule system that supports decision making during each stage. In the first stage, we use Landsat 8 Satellite as 

the primary data source with bands 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 ingested into the analytical engine. The second stage gleans 

spectral information for four available land cover classes, to produce a fuzzy classifier. Third stage uses Expert 

System knowledge and rules to make a logical structuring of each object in the imagery surrounded by a moving 

kernel that composes the individual classes into super classes and derived classes. This output is fed into the final 

knowledge Inference Engine to produce an overall accuracy, which is better than from Image fusion studies alone. 

Objective: This study will provide a detailed survey of Expert Systems and Knowledge based Inference Engine 

Rules for interpreting real-time satellite imagery of environmentally sensitive areas. It will also suggest how to use 

or employ logical abstraction rules for classification of land cover regions and produce accurate measurement classes 

for proper government response and urban planning purposes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Inferring and classifying feature selection and extraction techniques from remotely sensed imagery datasets, 

results in a classification that is empirical (goodness methods) and not quantitatively studied for producing data at 

regional scales. With the wide availability of sub-30 meter resolution spatial data sets, one requires a detailed study 

report of object oriented methods in supervised segmentation rules against pixel based operations. Given a single 

source of multispectral data available per se, then determining the composition of sub-pixel land cover types is 

cumbersome and difficult to achieve without ground truth. But, with the advent of multi-source, multispectral and 

multi-temporal resolution data, computer based expert system knowledge approach is highly adaptable to infer 

complex yet ordinal, spatial imagery. 

Various Authors have produced detailed studies using logical knowledge oriented rules and expert system 

based decision making, to illustrate the quantitative weightage with multi-source datasets. For example, fusing SIR 

–C (Shuttle Imaging Radar) and Landsat TM sensor data, Lidar and Landsat TM, Lidar and Spot imagery. However, 

the spatial coverage available with sub-10meter study areas does not discriminate environmentally variant features 

such as emergent herbaceous vegetation, and urban developed lands. Using the high temporal resolution of Landsat 

8 sensor coupled with spectral availability in the visible, near-infrared, short-infrared, and thermal-infrared bands, is 

a strong proposition for logically inferring a rule based knowledge system. 

Study Area: Areas extending from Pulicat Lake (Latitude: 13°42'44.15", Longitude: 79°55'47.94") to Kanathur 

Reddikuppam (Latitude:12°49'44.15", Longitude: 80°15'13.05") are preselected as an initial Region of Interest (ROI) 

for the temporal sequence dates – (02132005, 02142008, 02092011, and 09092014). There are a multitude of land 

cover types and land use categories within the ROI. The intent is to produce areas having heterogeneity in alike 

categories that will output neighboring clusters, while also preserving homogeneity within the same class variances. 

Primary features chosen are – Semi-urban, Urban, Agricultural, and Water. 

Proposed Research Approach: The essential handling units of object-orientedscene examination are segments 

(least of 2*2 pixels), i.e., image objects and not singular pixels. Favorable circumstances of item situated examination 

are important parameter calculations, an expanded uncorrelated element space utilizing essential pointers, for 

example, shape, and topological elements (nearest neighbor and super questions) and the nearby connection between 

real-world objects and picture objects. 

The topological connection of single adjoining pixels is given certainly by the raster, the topology and 

association of contiguous image objects that must be expressly actualized keeping in mind the end goal to address 

kernel based methods. The shape of super-objects can be changed taking into account sub-objects. Rather than 

handling all regions of an image with the picked algorithm, separated strategies can be connected to distinctively 

delineate super-objects. To empower this restricted use of master calculations is a particular quality of multi-spectral, 

transient information object-oriented image analysis. For fruitful Feature Extraction, an iterative use of region 

labeling and contouring is utilized. 
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Image objects as processing units can continuously change their classes, classification and mutual inclusions. The 

local image analysis based on a hierarchical object space network leads from mainly data-driven analysis to scene 

understanding i.e., knowledge based. 

This study will provide the following: 

 Understanding of Landsat 8 sensor spectral properties 

 Understanding of the appropriate spatial scales and their implications 

 Identification of the appropriate contextual, local, focal, and global hierarchical elements. 

 Consideration of the ingesting system starting with the sensor up to fuzzy concepts for the derived classes. 

This work focuses on the knowledge based expert rule inferring engine, i.e., application driven approach to 

address the items listed above. Studying an image at various levels of scale instead of an analytical based 

methodology with different resolutions, is a direct segmentation approach to understanding properties within an 

image. Only by representing scene based semantics on image objects of the appropriate scale, enable one to discover 

individual image objects. Image objects must be linked to allow low and high level spatial context. 

 The individual image blobs becomes a hierarchical image object classifier. When image objects of different 

scale at the adjoining spatial context are linked, a focal understanding of the classes and methods to be employed 

within the observed feature space become meaningful. Now, each object is characterized not only by its spectral, 

shape, or texture features, but also by its nearest neighbors and derived super classes. With object-oriented 

segmentation and mutual inclusions between objects and classes, such a topology is visualized as an object oriented 

spatial semantic network. 

 
Figure.1.class based approach for image data synthesis 
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